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ABSTRACT

At the request of the U.S. Coast Guard, a detailed study has been made

by the Electrical Hazards Panel of the Committee on Hazardous Materials to

determine the feasibility of classifying some 2uu cnemicai5s of tu•,nuau

ing to the classifications given in the National Electric Code, NEC 500, by

using a scheme based entirely on available physical and flammability proper-

ties only. If successful, the system would eliminate the present laborious

f process of actually testing the piece of electrical equipment in the vapors

of the particular chemical of concern.

Because of the paucity of approved compounds classified in the present

-NEC 500, the classification base-lines used in the present study were extended

to include those of the British Standards, B.S. 229, Explosion-proof, and
-•-s .t -S 2h- .- .--

B.S. 1259, intrinsically-safe, equipment, plus a-new 0ist of-lS-hemicil- -

recently-included as tentative in the -prsent. NEC 500 ciassification based

on extensive testing at the Underwriters' Laboratories. -

The physical-chemical-and flammability properties studied either alone:..

. .orin combination intrying to establish correlations with the base-lines above

were: the. limits of flamability, especially the ratio of these limits (upper/

lower), flash points, vapor pressures, quenching distances, spontaneous ignition

temperatures, maximum safe gaps, minimum ignition currents..minimur-ign-itlon

energies, pressure rises, and heats of combustion.

Although in the attempted correlations many trends were found in a quali-

tative sense indicating that relationships and dependencies do exist in a

general way among properties studied, nonc were found that were unequivocal

or even sufficiently reliable to merit reconmmendation at the present. In every

instance, there were maverick compounds that just would not fall in line.

Therefore, it is concluded that the time has not yet arrived when we can

classify chemicals in a rigid mathematical way according to the NEC-500-type



clasification using available physical-chemical and flammability properties

OnlV.

However, the Panel does feel that tentative classifications could beInade for many of the compounds of interest to the U.S. Coast Guard. The assign-

ments would have to be made by a group of knowledgeable individuals using

available Fhy:;ical-chemicat and flammability properties plus the concepts of

homology and analogy, and even intuition acquired by long experience when in-

sufficient data was available. It is a recommendation resulting from this

nLudv that such :tnLative classifications..be mddi;,."ad the Panel.will addo*.-

itself to this subject. The criteria for present classification such as. by

NEC 500 also need critical examination and this also will be considered. In-

trinsic safety will be the next main topic for Panel study.
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F-R 11W AZARIJ CLASSI j:ICA lION OF CHIEMICAL. VAPORS RELATIVE
TO EXPLOS ION- PROOlF ELECTRICAL. EQU IPM.LIN'

1 OREWORD

A request has b en madec by tne u.,). Lost~ua5L U,1ý ý '6, ai;-

qpnreh Council Committee on Hazardous Miaterials to consider the classifica-

tion, based on the NFPA National Electric Code (NEC 500),(1 of over 200

chemicals which are being, or are proposed to be, transported by water. It

was further requested that serious consideration be given to possible classi-

fication based on known, or easily obtained, physical, chemical or flammability

prooerties of the chemicals rather than on the traiditional , very cumbersome

and costly requirement of actually testing exhaustively a new piece of

electrical gear In the vapors of the given chemicA.l or substance to determine

whether such gear would.be safe .in-such an:envirornm n or-n-t7'.

in partial compliance with :-the'-Coast Guard reus~Professor.Donald: L...

ýKatz, Chairman --of theNRC"Committee, 'appointed a-'Panel on Electrical Hazards

to study the matter, This report describes the studies iado, by, the. -Panel- to

date and as'iuch cdnstitut-es a'progross repqrt'-ýto -the 1parent. Committee,

-The Panel on Electrical Hazards consists of

H.- W. Cariha'rt:, Chairman - -Naval k~esearch Laboratory

G. H:. Damon Bureau-of Mi-nes-

H. C. Hoy Oak Ridge National Laboratories

J. T. Leonard Naval Research Laboratory

E. C. Magison Professional.Engineer, Abington, Penn-

sylvania
A. H. MicKinney E. 1. duPont de Nemours 5 Co., Inc.

F . A. Van Atta D~epartment of Labor

W. C. Westerberg Underwriters' Laboratories (Ret.)

HI. 11. Fiuwcett Technical Secretary, NRC Committee on
Hazardous Materials



IN[RO1'UC'I ION

There arc three common ways of enhancing protection from fire or explo-

sion in the use of electrical equipment in areas where the concentration nf

vapors of combustible materials may exceed the lower flammability limit.

ThcsL are: (a) use of explosion-proof equipment; (b) use of intrinsincally

safe oquLpment, and (c) pressurizing or purging.

The concept of protection by explosion-proof equipment is based on the

assumptio:n that the vapors can penetrate the housing of the equipment and

be igniLted thurein, but, the design amd construction of the equipment must be

such that any ensuing-fire or explosion will be contained within the housing

-amid-not pro,.ay; out -into the area surrounding the piece of equipment. De-

vices that use a-considerabl'e amount-of-power, such as motors, pumps, lights,

.. .,switches.onduts etc._,uAudl1y; use .this.mens of protection. Because of

the magnitude of power used., such equipment might easily release sufficient

energy internally in the form of- a spark, arc, or heat, under either operating

or failure cohdit-ions,.- to inite any flammable.vapors that might-have penetra-

ted the housing-of the equipment.

In.trinsically'safe equipment, consisting of such-items as meters, gauges,,

-controllers, instruments, etc., usually-havw much lower power -requ-irements.-

The concept of protection-here is to design the equipment such that even under

failure conditions of very low probability any possible release of energy

(e~g., spark or arc) will be so small that under no conditions will it ignite

the combustible vapor present (i.e., the energy released is less than the

minimum ignition energy for the particular combustible). Hence, no fire can

ensue.

The concept of protection by pressurizing or purging is to place the

piece of electrical equipment inside a container which is either pressurized

or purged continously with clean air or inert gas so that there is no possibi-

L-



lity of flammable vapors from the surrounding area ever reaching a potential

source of ignition within the electrical equipment iself.

The studies made by the Panel to date have purposely been restricted to

consideration of explosion-proof equipment only.
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C;LASSIFICATION SYSTLEIS

Chemicals vary markedly in their physical, chemical and flamnability

characteristics. Some are much more hazardous than others and a given piece

- ... - - .. C - .. .... .. I � , C.. A i ..n ! ,. .an man h

not in another. Differences in ease of ignition, heat and pressure release,

diffusivity, quenching distances, flame velocities, reactivity, etc., account

for the differences. In recognition of this, chemical vapors are classified

into four Groups in NEC 500, as shown in Table 1, with Group A having the most

severe requirements for explosion-proof equipment.

If the NEC 500 classification is to be used as the standard, then the

ideal rationale for classifying additional materials would be to find a set A

of values of-known-or readily measurable propert-i es- that woul-dso - di stoinguish -. -----

--... th Group of.. substanc- listedin Talel-thatby an -assessmentof the- corn--

_parable set of values for each new chemicaPl;-its•.clasuification wouldalmost .

"be automatic. However., a cursory examination of-readjly available flammability-

andother properties ofthe sub'9tances listed in Table 1 (which is the complete

"list.'at present--an additional 15 compounds are-classified tentat•i•ily as

shown in Table 2) immediately leads to the conclusion that the list is- much too

restrictive .to be used ap a highly definitive guide for establishing classl- "
'......fitn-ith high degree of confidence -- ased onsuch properties. -Tere-. .

fore, in order to broaden the base, the British classification for explosion-

proof equipment based on British Standards 229, (2 and the German classificatibn

based on VDE 0165/8.6003) were also considered. In the British system, 39

substances have been classified into four main categories, based to a large

extent on maximum safe gap values (i.e., the largest gap of a flanged slit

through which a flame just barely will not propagate), but also considering

pressures generated by an internal explosion, and other factors. The numerical

values for slit widths on which classification is based are given in Table 3.
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[n the German system, compounds are classified in twu ways: 63 comlpounds h,

the maximum slit width values, and several hundred compounds by tý,cIr sponta-

neous ivnition r~mnoratior~ (QITT . ri f..i. .- ~. ...

Iare given in Table 3, which also gives the values set by the International
Electrical Commission (IEC), the USA criteria and the relevant regulations.

Since the dividing lines for slit widths for the various categories are so

similar for the ICC, Germans and British, the values taken from B.S. 229 will

be used primarily in the present report.

Although there is general agreement on classification of most compounds

'common ioVbE-0l6&,_B_.S. 229 and/or NEC 500, not all of them fall in comparable

categories, -as can be seen in Table 4. This complicates considerably any

-- --- attep -to-establ-ishlcorre-lations- of f lammab-ility -properties-with -laas-i-f catlc n

s ..teIn 'A d 'i n t .S-2, B

Inadiin o5..22,Bitish: Standards 12S9Cý3 categorkzes, cos~e.to

100 substances fo rposes o~f fis ifhg intrinsical~ly-.afe apparstuq and
ci1c-its This system is bsdonale frth minimum: currents ni,ýd~dt

just ignite vapors- of a compoutid-by an arc. Slack and Woodhei ae esesb-

*Ili'shed a correlat~ion between maximum, experioneial'. safeg. aps (me.s.S.) :and'.
mnumigniting curns(m.,i.-.), -base-don- th'O compounds commfr~on -to both'

B.5, 229 and B.S. l2SR. Ixc'cpt for a few minor deviations, this also leads

ýto a correlation of the classification categories. givein in DS.- 229 and B.S.
1259, This is shown in Figure 1. If, for a given compound, only the moi~c.

value is known, the m.e.s.g. value can be obtained from the graph given in

Figure 1. If the correlation is accepted, this gives a much greater number

of compounds that could serve as a base for finding a common denominator that
might be used to make correlations with other f~lammability properties.

It must be mentioned here that attempts to establish correlations of

measured flammability properties with classification are still being considered



by others, in this country le.g, NFPA) and abroad (e.g., the PTB, the

German counterpart of the U.S. Bureau of Standards). The IEC is also

presently studying the possibility of establishin, rules for classification

based on minimum ignition currents, minimum ignition energy and safe gaps.( 4

FLAMMADILITY AND OTHER PROPMRTILS

The real questions that arise now are: What relevant physical, chemical.

and/or flammability properties are readily available that could be used to

establish correlations fur the chemicals that are of interest to the Coast

Guard? What data are now availjble in the literature (or could be determined
easily), how reliable are they, and :an they be used? Obviously, vapor pressures,

or related values such as boiling points, are important and are available.

Heats of combustion, spontaneous ignition temperatures, flash -points-, and-

flammability limits are also -available for a. large number of the compounds of

interest.( 7 ' 8 ' 9 ) However, intuitively-one would also like to have reliable

values for quenching distance (safe gap concept), minimum ignition energies -

(spark or arc), flame velocities, rate and amount of energy release (rate

and total pressure rise), and others, for which data-are less available, and

in some casvs cumbersome to obtain.

Spontaneous ignition temperatures (SIT)- are-important mainly in that it

is necessary to establish a limit for the maximum permissible temperature

(with a suitable safety factor thrown in) of the outer face of the casing

enclosing an electrical device. Interestingly enough, the literature values

for SIT for a given substance quite often vary, sometimes quite markedly.

This is because of the great influence of the container geometry (size, shape,

etc.) on the experimentally determined value. Also, for many organic mateiials

there are two apparently distinct mechanisms by which spontaneous ignition

can occur, and the value obtained depends on which one is controlling, which
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again is influenced b- environmental condition;.. SIT is very dependent on

chemical structure and very little related to other flammability charater-

Idea~ly, flash points should esser.tially be the temperature values for

the intersections of the lower Flam•nability and vapor pressure curves (when

plotted against temperature). Thus, flash points are highly dependent on

volatility and this in itself is useful as an index of safety. However,

measured flash points are dependent on the particular apparatus and procedure

used for measurement. Since there are a number of these, measured flash

points are not absolute values and sometimes can even be quite misleading.

Thus, they must be interpretee and used intelligently, particularly when

dealing withmixtures- -or- impure- materials. - .

.. _enching distances: flame velocities, and pressure-risers should be--
highly relevant-to classification, but, as m ntioned before, data are limited

and harder to obtain._ As will be shown later for quenching distances (or

minimum gaps), literature data are not always consistent nor in agreement.

Minimum ignition energies are of particular interest to intrinsic safety, but

are somewhat correlatable to safe gaps,(6) and, hence, might be useful in that-

.- . sense. Again,-however, experimental conditi-ns are so important-that the

literature values for minimum ignition energies do not always agree, as can

be seen, for example, by comparison of the data of Calcote, et al,(10) and

that of Metzler.( 1 1 ) Metzler alsu presents a correlation-between minimum

ignition energies and quenching distances. Although this correlation is really

quite good, nonetheless, there is still just enough scatter of data to make

one apprehensive of using this approach as a tool for classification.

One of the few things left, then, are the two flammability limits, lower

and upper, it has been suggested by A. H. McKinney (a member of the Panel),
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that the ratio of upper to lower limits (UFL/LF.) gives a fairly good index

of flammability properties, particularly as related to hazard. If this ratio

is large the given compound is more dangerous (assuming sufficient volatility,

etc.). The behavior of many, compounds shows that this generalization is true

in a qualitative sense, and even semi-quantitative. The question remains,

however, is it rigid enough to serve as a reliable too) for classification?

Fortunately a considerable body of data on UFL and LFL for many chemicals

exists. (7,8)

ATTEMPTED CORRELATIONS

Since,- as-pointed out-oarlier, there are not enough compounds in the

-NEC- 500 list, an attetapt was-made- to correlate UFL/LFL with the B.S. 229-

classification and with thelm..e.s.g. (B.S. 229) as-shown in-Figures 2 and--.

3 (using selected compounds chosen to illustrate the point). It ii seen that

there is enough scatter and overlap to conclude that the correlation is not .

good enough, and it is advisable to look elsewhere.

Recent papers by LoVine,( 1 2 ) and Dufour and Westerberg, C3) give the back-

ground and results obtained in a-study performed at the Underwriters" Labora-

tories by W. C. Westerberg (a Panel member) and coworkers. In this work, 15

.selected chemicalswere-subjected toflammability tests-in-a-highly instru-

mentod system consisting of two cylinders connected by a variable gap, and,

when desired, to a long piece of pipe. Selected vapor mixtures were ignited in

one of the vessels or at the far end of the pipe. The device also has the

capability of running tests under turbulent gas conditions if desired (e.g.,

simulation to a running electric motor). Thus, safe gaps (i.e., no penetra-

tion of flame into second vessel) and total pressure rises could be measured

under quiet or turbulent conditions, as well as maximum pressure rises due to

"pressure-piling" effects in the pipe (c.g., simulation to electrical conduits).

Based on the excellent and duplicable results obtained, and by comparison



with corresponding data obtained on chosen compounds from the NEC 5UU list,

the IS compounds have been classified according to the NEC 500 groupings.

These proposed classifications were issued an 14 February 1968, by the

Correlating Committee of the NFPA as a Tentative Interim Amendment to the

1968 Edition of the NEC.(1 3 ) If fully accepted, a much broader bhniO thus

becomes available for making comparisons using the NEC 500 classification

(in keeping with the original Coast Guard request).

Data obtained in the above study(I$) for maximum safe gap and maximum

pressure under conditions of turbulence and pressure-piling (the most severe

.�-conditions) are-given in Table 2. The data (including 7 compounds originally

in the NEC 500 list for comparison) are arranged by decreasing gap size. The

-rationale for classification (last column, Table 2) is based on gap size,

pressure rise, and SIT (SIT values-taken from NPPA-32SM)since these properties

are indeed important to the design and operation-of explosion-proof electrical

S aequipment located.. in a -hazardous environment.

Although ezpbrimentation- of the type done at the Underwriters' Laborato-

-ries is more straight-forward andc.¢ontrollable than the testing of actual

electrical equipment in a hazardous environment, nonetheless, it still involves

"a fair amount of tedium and time to accumulate all the data needed. Therefore,

if,a rigid correlation of the data in Table 2 with the data presently avail-

able in the literature could be established, the classification of other chem-

icals would be greatly simplified. Accordingly, a comparison of UFL/LFL

versus gaps and classifications, as given in Table 2, was made. These are

shown in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. Again, it can be seen that the

correlation is not completely rigid.

In the proposal for acceptance of the classifications given in Table 2

to the NFPA,( 1 3 ) it was also recommended that butadiene be placed in Group D,

-9-



and ethylene and propylene oxides in Group C, if connecting conduits are

sealed off from the electric equipment (i.e., to prevent possible pressure-

piling effects which were found to be high for these comoounds'. But even

with these changes, correlations with UFL/LFL are still not rigid.

Heats of combustion (AH) of many chemicals are also readily available

in the literature. For most hydrocarbons the product of AH and LFL is

reasonably constant,(14,15) but for more hazardous materials, such as H2,

this product is much lower. Thus, it was of interest to compare AH.LFL with

classification schemes. This is illustrated in Figure 6 which shows a plot of

6-- H.LFL versus classification using the assignments from Table 2. Again,-since

-an overlap is -seen-,-the correlation is not rigid,.. " - -

In add-itiontothe schemes--already discussed, several other .ombinations

of readily available physical,tchemicalo pad/ors eflarmabiity propebrtis hav

also been examined, at least cursorily, to see-if they hwdpoie Un-

fortunately, to date,, no combination has been found that could be onsidered

among frtaminmaily properties t msp es hatndatre i sot rerally cahe pr couteds

and is trying to tell us that she does indeed have order in her system. As

a result, there is still the uneasy intuitive feeling that correlations might

indeed exist but we have not yet found them. Perhaps it is just that we

have not yet learned how to ask nature the right questions.

Part of our troubles arise from the fact that when we try to measure a

property, we must use specific techniques and devices for the purpose which we

-10O-



try to design in the best fashion we can. That we have not reached the

ultimate, particularly in the field of flammability hazard, is evidenced by

thh ZvuL LhaL diiierent experimenters do not always get the same answers when

trying to measure the same property. For example, Figure 7 shows a comparison

of data for experimental safe gaps taken from B.S. 229 and from Table 2. Both

sets of data have been obtained in well designed equipment and by careful pro-

cedure, Yet, they do not agree (even the coincidence line does not extrapo-

late to the origin). It is recognized, of course, that flammability properties

are not simple and in most cases both the procedure and the equipment can have

a marked influence on results obtained. The current controversies over which

flash points to use (e.g., open versus closed cup), the disagreements over

the true values, -significance and application of SIT values, and.the wide
-discrepancies inliterature values for theseiand other-flamability parameters,

are- all cases in point. It is difficult to believe that nature should.be that

capricious. It is more likely that, in our courting her,-she is being demure

in resisting our probing into her secrets too fast and too far.

DISCUSSION

In assessing our present position, we must conclude that we are not yet

ready to classify chemicals (in the vapors of Which we plan to.use explosion-

proof electrical equipment) based on readily available data or easily determined

flammability properties. However, other helpful generalizations might be

suggested. For example, it might be considered that using flash point as a

criterion (and interpreting and using it intelligently) the following argument

might be made. If a substance has a flash point well above any temperature

that substance will encounter, then the problem is not one of hazard due to

vapors in a given space because in such space the concentration of vapor would

be below the lower flammability limit. However, mist or foam formation and

- 11 -



liquid wetting might still pose problems which cannot he ignored in the over-

all design. Possibly, then, dividing lines, based on whether flash points

are above or below them, might be useful in particular applications. Another

example would .e to use homology. Thus, it would be quite reasonable to ex-

pect that if a substance such as, s'ay, n-hcxanc wore classified in a given

Group, its next higher homolog, n-heptane would also fall into the same Group.

But reliance on such a system could be carried only just so far, and such judg-

ments would have to be made by individuals who have had considerable experience

in the field and who have developed intuition in addition to knowledge of

experimental facts.

In trying to reach a conclusion, on which at least a tentative recommen-

dation might be made regarding classification, it appears that the best solution 1
at present would be to perform tests on chemicals of concern by a scheme such

as that used at the Underwriters'-Laboratories,-and couple such tests with

other information available. It would.be desirable -that the teuts include-

the effects of turbulence and pressure-piling. Such a-procedure, even though

it is time-consuming and does require special apparatus, is nevertheless much

simpler than the present requirement of testing actual electrical gear in

vapor-air mixtures of the chemical compound of interest-to determine whether

it is explosion-proof or not. Furthermore, it has the added advantage of

giving consistent results Cwhich include quantitative values for pressures,

gaps, etc.) so that new knowledge about flammability behavior of additional

chemicals is engendered and, thus, comparisons among chemicals would become

much more significant.

If one attempts to subdivide safety from fire in the use of explosion-

proof electrical equipment, three important components emerge. As mentioned

earlier, these were recognized in the Underwriters' Laboratories work, and

12



were used as a basis for the proposed classification. (13 These three items

(cf. Table 2) deal with the (1) maximum safe gap, (2) the pressure rise, and

!,! i4h*; --- tova qii rf whir~h arp reiatud to the
---------------r e-------- - ..-------------.--

design and structure of electrical equipment. The first two items assume

that a fire or explosion can take place inside the housing of the equipment.

It is impractical to try to make electrical systems completely hermeti-

sealed. Thus, flanges, joints, seals (especially around moving parts

such as shafts on motors and pumps), etc., will have a small clearance which

may enla. e in time due to corrosion, wear, use and/or abuse. From a safety

standpoint, t1hn, it is imperative that such a clearance (slilt or hole) never-

-exceed the maximum safe gap for the particular chemical-vapor in Which the

electrical system is to be-used. The rationale here:is-that-if-a-fire gets-

started inside the housing, itA would be quenchedbef ore it could propagate out

through the clearance into the main vapor space surrounding the equipment- . .

a vapor space which might contain an explosive mixture, which if ignited could

cause a disaster. Thus, reliable data on. maximum safe gaps are important..

The second item, pressurerise, has to do with the strength of the housiag

of the electrical gear, thus affecting its design and structure. The concept

here is-that-as a result of a-f~re--or-explosion-inside-the housing, the- n-

creased pressure generated by the fire or explosion might buckle, bulge or dis-

tort the housing sufficiently to open up any existing clearances (or create

new ones) in the equipment to a size greater than the maximum safe gap. This

would allow the still active fire to propagate through the clearance into

the main vapor space surrounding the equipment. Under turbulent conditions

i a confined space (e.g., a running motor), pressure build-up is often

greater than under quiescent conditions. Hence, the need for obtaining reli-

able pressure-rise data under conditions of both turbulence and quiescence.

- 13 -



Also, the phenomenon of pressu. -piling in long tubes (e.g., electrical

conduits) varies with the flammable material, and maximum pressures reached may

he murh hiahor than th,.. -n...*... 4.- zthr .----...J-I

I sirability for data on pressure-piling in addition to other pressure-rise
values.

The third item, spontaneous ignition temperature, does not assume that
a fire is started inside the housing. It is concerned with external (or skin)

temperatures reached anywhere on a given electrical system--temperatures re-

sulting from heat generated by work, friction and/or ohmic resistance. Since

the outsidO skin of a piece of explosion-proof equipment might be in direct

contact with a6etaly lsv ixuekowdge of spontaneous ignition

temperatures-bocomes-important. Values-for--spontaneousitf-gnitibnhtempe-ratuires-

for most chemicals of interest are already available (e.g:., NFPA-325M), but

it must be cautioned again that in the determination of SIT values, the re-

sults obtained are very dependent on the procedure and equipment used.'

Literature SIT values for a given substance may vary considerably, in some

instances-by as much as several hundred degrees.

As can be seen from Table 2, -the three flammability criteria discussed

above are-not. interdependent.- Indeed, -for safety puarposes -in- -the -classification~

of chemicals, they should be considered as being mutually exclusive and .jach

one should be used separately as a criterion for classification." That no

single one of them can be used alone is illustrated in Figure 8, in which

the UL data for safe gaps only are plotted against the proposed classificktion

(cf. Table 2). It can be seen that there are decided overlaps. Ibis is be-

cause a given compound (e.g., butadiene) may have a comparatively large safe

*See footnote, p. 16
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gap, (0.031 in., and thus would appear to be safe), but also generate a

comparatively large pressure rise, (260 psi, thus making it more hazardous).

Therefore, such a compound would have to be placed in a more restrictive Group

in NEC 500 (cf. in Table 2, butadiene being proposed for Group B, with gasoline,

0.029 in. gap., 160 psi pressure, already assigned to G,-oup 0). By the same

token a compound may have a low value for SIT and, regardless of its other

values, this would require that it be placed in a higher Group (cf. in Table

2, isoprene, SIT of 220"C, being proposed for Group C, with gasoline, SIT of

280*C, already assigned to Group D). It is evident, then, that each one of

the three criteria should act as independent cut-offs for classification, and

-fora given cOMpdntd to-be--Cia~sslied-in-any o. ne Group, -it must meet all- three

_. requirements -that would-be set for-that Group, not just one or two of-them.-

The quetion next- arisesas to what the cut-off values should be for each

of the three criteria for each Grouping, In the.UL-work these were based

... "on values-deteried for the compounds alreadyinluded In NEC 500 (marked with

an..... an aes-sk in lTable 2) using the same technique as that. used for the rest of

the chemicals. But as has already been pointed out, the paucity of compounds-

lased inthe-original NEC 500, especially in the more stri ngent categOries,.

forces the use oafa rather small base on which to make judgments. Indeed,

.becauso of-this, _an. apparent anomaly results from the- values, that .are, avail ----

able for use as cut-offs for spontaneous ignition, e.g., ethyl ether, SIT of

180*C, (Group C) has a SIT much lower than hydrogen, SIT of 5850C, (Group B)

and also lower than acetylene, SIT of 300*C, (Group A). But, as new knowledge

and experience are gained, a broader base will become available on which to

make Judgments, and values for cut-offs will eventually be established with

more confidence.

On an optimistic note, it would seem that in time, then, if reliable
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values were obtained for the three flammability criteria discussed above for

any new chemical, these might be used as a means for its classification.

This would certainly be a great improvement over the present cumbersome method.

FUTURE PLANS

Since it hs been shown that a reliable NEC 500-type classification

system cannot be made at the present time based on literature values for physi-

cal, chemical and/or flammability properties of chemicals, and since it has

been implied earlier in the DISCUSSION that tentative classifications might

be arrived at (for many compounds at least) by a panel of people knowledgeable

in.the area, the Panel is proceeding along-the following lines., Relevant hysi-

cal and flammability data on.each.chemical of-interestto the.-Coas.-Guard-a.

being -sorted and compiled and ý.a master_.listi,&_beng_ prepared. --ThdaaWl-

first be tabulated and the flapimability limits:ý and va"Por..prop-Mures (rboln

po ints) will- be catelgorized by computer by Wt. McKinney' (DuPont). These
categorization's andother available data will be furnishedto*the Panel members

for individual udget on ttaiecsifcations, fro whict -then,.

collective Judgments: will be mde,.outsidecounsel will obviously be solicited

""in this process,. Compounds for which data are lacking or. are questionable,

or on. whih agreement cannot -be ..re.ached. will be left o-p'. Co pounds from. ""

such agroup would be excellent candidates for further laboratory study, parti-"

cularly by the Underwriters' Laboratories. technique. The cost-of such studies

would be about $1000 per compound, depending on the properties of the Jndivi-

dual gas or vapor.

There is a decided feeling among Panel members that the present method of

classification by the NEC 500 is somewhat arbitrqry, being based, as it is,

too much on the history of its development, and that a more clean-cut rationale,

based on laboratory data, for the values delineating the divisions between
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classes, or for defining classes, is sorely needed. However, since the Panel

was enjoined not to depart from the current NEC SOO classification, the subi-

ject has not been pursued. However, the Panel does feel that thiq enneont

should ba studied further, and it is our intention at least to consider it

seriously at a later date.*

Looking farther into the future, the subject of Intrinsic Safety will be

the next main topic for study by the Panel,

*In ths eK, b Panel Chairman applauds as another Atop; in -the right

-direcVion. the. very recent proposal being made by the Sectional Committee on

.:Electrical ..upien inCeia Atm s pheres .(Richard Y. LeVine,, Chairman) of'

teNFPA Committee on' Chemicals and Explos ves -to amen Seto O.-; o the

Nit, wýhichi h tas- ut been 'brought',to -his attention (1,l2/1/9) ht ooa

:11 -basedon h'rcgnto"tat xlso charateristics" 4ho i ton te110
raurs are toý- 'citical -but ivldenen~nt propet'ieis of a chemi-c al,. 11 It re,01commends 1 ,

tat'i ddto toGru' .clasiiificationi based on e 13io chr c te iest ýthat

-section 500-2 of the',NBC include spontaneous i~gnittiin tomperatures for all 0.e

chemicalslisted and that ii be re quired that. niiiimum surfa e temporstures be:I

marked on.approVqd equipinent,! This will permit seleciton of equipment for use,

with a-itven chemical on the basis' of explosion characteristica3 (Group) and

ignition temperature.

.The pressure-and need to modify the criteria used for classification is

shown further by other proposals that will be made (to Panel 14 of the NFPA

Electrical Code Committee) to modify the NEC 500 to use minimum safe gaps as

a primary basis for classification rather than the present method, to that new

compounds may be added to the classification system more readily (Private

communication froin Ernest Magison, a panel member, to the panel chairman,

dated 11/26/69).
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Table I

NEC - 500 CLASSIFICATION

Group * Substances

A Acetylene

B Hydrogen, manufactured gas

C Ethyl ether, ethylene,
cyclopropane

Gasoline, hexane, naphtha,
benzine, butane, propane,
alcohol, acetone, benzol,
lacquer solvent, natural gas

9 6Sli-ds, which are classified into Groups

E-G, will not be considered here

- . ..'. . . . _ . . . .



Table 2

UNDERWRITER'S LABORATORIES FLAMMABILITY DATA
ON GAS AND VAPOR-AIR MIXTURES (13)

Tentative
E pt' 1. Maximum 

Group
Max. Safe Explosion Min.Ign. Classif..Atmos e -p(in i Li) Teln. ( 0 C) (NEC 500L

-,one 0.048 128 529 DIny. Actate 0.041 128 427 D*i uLae 0.039 145 405 DEthylene Dichloride 0.039 109 413 DAmmonia 0.039 56 651 D*0r.pzlne 0.037 148 466 DStyrene 0.037 133 490 DPropylene 0.036 150 497 1)-Ioprene 0.034 153 220 CAcrylonitrilo 0.032 160 481 DfBut{line 0.031 260 429 B'. asoljno- 0.029 1-"60 280 DVinyl Chloride 0.029 148 451*Ethylene 0.027 180 450 CPropylen• OXide-- 0.021 280 449 BUDMH 0.018 109 249 CAcetaldohyde 0.017 164 174 CEthylono Oxide 0.013 >1000 429 B*Diethyl Ethor 0.012 200 180 C.....* ydr0.n 0.003 845 585 B*Acetylene 0.003 1140 300 A.Cairbon Disulfide 0.002 205 100 None *k

* Presently classified in NEC 500
** Requires safeguards beyond those required for NEC 500 groups.
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Table 4

COMPARISON OF U.S., BRITISI-I AND GERMAN
CLASS ik ±CATIU.

Tentative
Compound NEC500 (US) B.S 229 (BRIT.) VDE 0165 (GER.)

Crbon Disulfide None* 4 3b
Acetylene A 4 3c
Hydrogen B 4 3a
Butadiene B 2 2
Ethylene Oxide B 3 2
Propylene Oxide B - 2
Acetaldehyde C 1
Diethyl Ether C 3 -
Ethyl ene C 3 2
Is4oprene C - 2
Ammonia D 2 1
Butiane D 2 1
Gasoline D .1
Propane D 2 1
Propylene D 1
Styrene D .
Vinyl Chloride D 2 1
p-Xyleno D 2 1

* Requires safeguards beyond those required for NEC 500
Groups.
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The physical-chemical and flammability properties studied either alone or in com-

bination in trying to establish correlations with the base-lines above were: the

limits of flammability, especially the ratio of these limits (upper/lower), flash
points, vapor pressures, quenching distances, spontaneous ignition temperatures, maxi

mum safe gaps, minimum ignition currents, minimum ignition energies, pressure rises,
and heats of combustion.
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ABSTRACT (continued)

Although in the attempted correlations many trends were found in a quali-
t-tiVZ 44 4aA.& I.IS,;Z Ila .LcaL!WULLD8LjJDOCILU UUAa UW WA&0644

general way among properties studied, none were found that were unequivocal
or even sufficiently reliable to merit recommendation at the present. In
every instance, there were maverick compounds that just would not fall in line.

Therefore, it is concluded that the time has not yet arrived when we can
classify chemicals in a rigid mathematical way according to the NEC-500-type
classification using available physical-chemical and flammability properties
only.
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